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Abstract—Software development initiates from requirements gathering and analysis then continues with design, coding and concludes with testing. With possible continuation there after by taking inputs from review which is supported by software testing. Testing is an important phase that too manual testing truly verifies software for expected outcome. Over the years researchers have contributed in manual testing field. In this article an attempt is made to renotice efforts in the area of manual testing. Further study is made towards not only knowing so far efforts but possibility of enhancing manual testing. In doing so presence of conceptual data model (CDM) is taken into consideration to relate it with manual testing. Existing literature is the main source for possibility of making hypothesis of efficient manual testing by associating it with CDM.

Index Terms—Conceptual Data Model, Manual Software Testing.

I. INTRODUCTION

There is an abundance of testing approaches in the discipline of software engineering today. Over the last few decades many of these have come to be used and adopted by the industry as solutions to address the increasing demand for assuring software quality. Software testing is an important but expensive part of the software development process. Much research has been aimed at reducing cost and time taken to software testing. The two main reasons for testing the software are to make a judgment about quality or acceptability and to discover problems. Testing is concerned with errors, faults, failures, and incidents. A test is the act of exercising software with test cases. A test has two distinct goals to find failures and to demonstrate correct execution. Testing work can be divided into automated and manual testing. Automated software testing means the automation of software testing activities [1]. These activities include the development and execution of test scripts, the verification of testing requirements, and the use of automated test tools. Testing a software product forms a considerable expense but so do the costs caused by faults in the software product. Software Testing Techniques are scripted manual/automated, black box/user acceptance testing, exploratory, unit/Developer/White Box, regression, Ad Hoc, exploratory. Usability testing is another important verification type. Over the last few decades testing styles have come to be used and

adopted by the industry as solutions to address the increasing demand for assuring software quality. Usability testing refers to the evaluation of information systems that involves participants who are representative of the target user population [2]. Software test as an important way to verify that software system quality level has received widespread attention of the society. Testing is a branch of Computer Science/Mathematics and is objective, rigorous and comprehensive. Testing techniques must have a logico-mathematical form in other words one right answer. Testing validates the product and measures development progress. Testing determines whether development processes are being followed. Testing is essential for the process improvement. Testing an application is done to detect differences between existing and the required condition and evaluate the features of the software application. Testing activities performed by the testers without the help of any software testing tools is called as manual testing. Manual testing is better suited for finding new and unexpected errors. The establishment of test automation is a risky investment project. Decision on what to automate and what to test manually should be defined early in the project to avoid problem [3]. Software development has phases in it among these phases testing is one important phase as it validates the developed software. Modeling is considered to be a way for the software development. Modeling affects all the phases of software development. Various modeling techniques exist CDM is part in the modeling activities and might influence manual testing. This article makes an attempt to relate manual software testing and CDM. Rest of the paper is organized as section II is about background justifying importance of manual testing and CDM, survey of major research contributions in the field of manual software testing, CDM and then existing proposal that relate manual testing and CDM is mentioned in section III, section IV makes statement of possible CDM and manual testing association from the inputs obtained from our study of background and existing works and the article concludes with review note summary. Initially we surveyed software testing which includes automated and manual testing both and CDM works so far. Then we focused on manual testing and CDM so among more than 200 articles on the subject initial filtering is done to reduce to 75 articles which focus only on manual technique and CDM. These 75 articles are further refined based on which relate to our study and are mentioned in the article.

II. BACKGROUND

Testing is probably the most important cost factor in software development. It is sometimes estimated to constitute 50–60% of the total effort spent to create a software system in typical cases. Model based testing is specifically tailored for small applications, embedded systems, user interfaces, and
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state-rich systems with reasonably complex data as discussed in the work of Ibrahim et al [4]. Alternating Variable Method approach to search-based test input generation is described in the work carried out by Kempka et al [7]. Two different techniques orthogonal arrays and the Allpairs algorithm are used to identify all the pairs for creating test cases. Broadly approaches like combinatorial based, input enhancement based, graph based, case study oriented testing, exploratory exist in the literature concentrating software testing in general. Testing techniques include random testing, functional testing, control flow testing, data flow testing, mutation testing, regression testing. Modeling makes software development efficient in that data modeling influence is even important. Efforts on CDM for software development are in discussion in the literature. CDM maps requirements and meets business expectations if modeled appropriately. In any software development user expectation is given utmost importance. While carrying out manual testing user approval is one of the key factor. CDM representation to elaborate business requirements might help in the review process of manual testing. Thus it is required to explore manual testing and CDM to formulate methodology to make manual testing efficient.

III. RESEARCH CONTRIBUTIONS

In order to analyze and understand manual testing our study began with software testing and constrained to manual testing which involves different steps in it. Based on manual testing automation is decided in many instances. Contributions in the field of manual testing and in conceptual data modeling are studied separately while studying other methods too. Existing efforts in both fields are giving hint that both can be related i.e. manual testing and CDM to improve performance of manual testing. Accordingly research articles on manual testing, CDM and then few works relating manual testing and CDM are focused. Next paragraphs elaborate contributions in these fields. Taipale et al follow process of building a theory from case study research and even emphasize data collection and data analysis in [3]. Common aspects are found among load testing, performance testing and stress testing [5]. Load testing definition is unified with the existing load testing interpretations as well as performance and stress testing interpretations, which are also about load testing. Creating an automated test is usually more time consuming than running it once manually. The cost differential varies depending on the product and the automation style [15]. Author describe two expert-based and one user based usability method, heuristic evaluation, the cognitive walkthrough, and the think aloud in [6] and even focus on testing health technologies.

Testing is the last chance during development to detect and correct possible software defects at a reasonable price [33]. Correlation between the parameters which are more sensitive for software performance is given by authors in [8]. In addition ideal measurement values are given to the developer at coding phase with an appropriate confidence bound value for each parameter. Author has discussed most relevant challenges in software testing, testing process, test criteria and testing types like component based testing, object oriented testing [9]. Jiang and Hassan described verifying the test data against fixed threshold values, searching through the test data for known problem patterns and automated detection of anomalous behaviors and mentioned open problems [10]. Further authors have surveyed techniques that are used in the three phases of load testing the load design phase, the load execution phase, and the load test analysis phase. Authors focus on recommendation system principle, software test case design and its property and collaborative filtering algorithm [11]. On demand services have become available to perform manual testing as needed without introducing delay and are often many times faster than equivalent automated tests [13]. Test case prioritization, input to it and the objectives of prioritization in addition rapid releases are emphasized by Hemmati et al [19]. Systematic review of software test automation benefits and limitations in academic literature and survey of the practitioners’ view of software test automation benefits and limitations has been carried out by Rafi et al [20]. Symbolic execution provides a way to automatically generate inputs that trigger software errors ranging from low level program crashes to higher level semantic properties, generate test suite that achieve high program coverage and provide per path correctness guarantees [21]. Authors have worked on most frequent error types when manually deriving test cases from an activity diagram or state machine [22]. Authors have shown that optimizing whole test suites towards a coverage criterion is superior to the traditional approach of targeting one coverage goal at a time [23]. Manual testing practices, classification and session strategies are discussed by Itkonen et al [29]. Designing the test cases beforehand and writing them down in a test case specification document is only one way of applying defect detection strategies [30]. Role of experience is considered for effective testing in order to develop successful testing strategies and tool support [31]. The organization model used by a company has remarkable effects on the strong and weak points of its testing process [32].

Conceptual modeling continues to evolve as researchers and practitioners reflect on the challenges of modeling and implementing data intensive problems that appear in business and in science [12]. Conceptual modeling can support cognitive argumentation humans create the semantics for concepts in order to obtain a more realistic and formal view of reality. In business architecture the use of conceptual modeling techniques aims to structure the approach to modeling and understanding holistic business knowledge and give business managers the insight they need to make better decisions [14]. Authors propose a Conceptual Modeling Quality Framework in [16]. This framework is useful for evaluating not only the end result of the conceptual modeling process, the conceptual representation, but also the quality of the modeling process itself. Author has argued that component specifications need conceptual data models both on component and interface level and that those models should be closely related [17]. An enterprise model comprises conceptual models of software systems, object or component models that are integrated with conceptual models of the surrounding action systems, business process models or strategy models [18]. Validation metrics are established during the requirements phase of the conceptual model development and incorporate numerical and experimental uncertainty. The conceptual model is based on CRUD (create, read, update, and delete) operations. The template based on the ABC model (application = business logic + CRUD) was useful for requirement specification of business logic as mentioned in the work by authors [24]. Author focus on how
IV. CONCEPTUAL DATA MODEL IN MANUAL TESTING

Data modeling a way to structure and organize data is widely applied in different industries because it can be used easily by databases. Early modeling and analysis help companies to understand their needs and problems with potential solutions. In real business world since the goal of modeling always changes the data modeling turns out to be very important especially in the early designing phase. Also during the process communication and precision are two key benefits that make a data model crucial. A conceptual data model identifies the highest level relationships between the different entities. It includes the important entities and the relationships among them. CDM is the first step in constructing a data model in top-down approach and is a clear and accurate visual representation of the business of an organization. CDM visualizes the overall structure of the database and provides high-level information about the subject areas or data structures of an organization. CDM discussion starts with main subject area of an organization and then all the major entities of each subject area are discussed in detail. Major contributions in software testing field justify efficient software testing process is crucial. In this direction CDM based approach to software testing can enhance software testing. Review process makes software testing more efficient. Examining any project related work is called review. Types of review include management reviews, technical reviews, code reviews, test case reviews (formal, informal). Conceptual data model could be used to perform review which improve software testing. This possible relationship of CDM approach of software testing as contained with respect to software testing is shown in figure 1.

Conceptual data model is created by gathering business requirements from various sources like business documents, discussion with functional teams, business analysis, smart management experts and end users who do the reporting on the database. Data modelers create conceptual data model and forward that model to functional team for their review.
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